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Abstract 

 

This essay analyses Thomas Pynchon’s novel The Crying of Lot 49 (1966) in relation to 

postmodern literary theory, specifically the concepts of hyperreality and imaginary 

stations. In Simulacra and Simulation (1981), Jean Baudrillard proposes that the 

Disneyland theme park in California is an imaginary station that conceals the fact that it 

is the world outside of Disneyland that is hyperreal. These ideas were developed further 

in relation to California by Umberto Eco in Travels from Hyperreality (1986). 

Baudrillard’s model is applied in this essay to the housing development of Fangoso 

Lagoons in The Crying of Lot 49. By analysing the mediums through which it is 

portrayed, how it is described and the events that occur there, Fangoso Lagoons is found 

to be similar to Baudrillard’s example of Disneyland because it is presented as an 

amazing, fantastic and bizarre spectacle. However, the true hyperreality lies outside of 

the development, in the novel’s semi-fictional California. This essay argues that 

Fangoso Lagoons is presented as hyperreal, similar to Baudrillard’s example of 

Disneyland or Umberto Eco’s example of Hearst Castle, but that it is in fact an 

imaginary station. As Baudrillard and Eco propose, the purpose of the imaginary station 

is to make the world outside appear as real through contrast. The imaginary station 

achieves this by feeding reality energy to its hyperreal surroundings. 

 

Keywords: Postmodernism, hyperreality, imaginary station, Jean Baudrillard, Umberto 

Eco, Disneyland, Thomas Pynchon, The Crying of Lot 49, Fangoso Lagoons 
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1. Introduction 

 

The term hyperreality may not be familiar to all but its effects and the notions that it 

describes are well established in the modern world. The concept, conceived by Jean 

Baudrillard, consists of simulation, “feign[ing] to have what one doesn’t have” 

(Baudrillard 3), and simulacra, simulated items or objects. Together they form the 

representations and methods used to create a state of hyperreality. A simple example of 

this is a doctored image, for instance a photo used on a magazine cover that has been 

altered to hide a blemish or accentuate certain aspects of a photo model. The fake image 

becomes the reference point for beauty, the template, creating a self-referential loop 

allowing hyperreality to play a more prominent role in modern society than at any time 

previously. Mark Poster summarises this in the introduction to Baudrillard’s Selected 

Writings, describing hyperreality as “a world of self-referential signs” (6), where, 

among other examples, “the TV newscast . . . creates the news if only to be able to 

narrate it” (6). In the age of fake news, filter bubbles and artificial intelligence, it can be 

claimed that hyperreality is the norm, because as Poster describes, absence has replaced 

presence, the imaginary has replaced the real (6). Although the concept was coined in 

1981 in Baudrillard’s philosophical text Simulacra and Simulation, hyperreality is also 

applicable to the post Second World War era and to postmodern literary theory in 

general.  

The novel selected for analysis, Thomas Pynchon’s The Crying of Lot 49 (1966) 

(hereinafter referred to as Lot 49), can lay claims to being the epitome of postmodern 

literature. In Beginning Theory, Barry quotes J. A. Cuddon’s explanation of 

postmodernism as “an eclectic approach, [by a liking for] aleatory writing, [and for] 

parody and pastiche” (85). All of these three elements are present in Lot 49. Firstly, in 

terms of eclecticism, the novel covers a broad range of styles, including the central 

detective story, historical research into the American Civil War and postal reform 
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(Pynchon 35) as well as television advertisements (21). Secondly, examples of “aleatory 

writing” exist in abundance within the text, in part aided by the inherent eclecticism but 

also in terms of how the characters interact with each other, where it seems that 

meaning is lost. An example of this is when the faux British Invasion band The 

Paranoids sing a song as they steal a boat. The lyrics of the song are sung to the tune of 

“Adeste Fideles” at the same time as the band are described as “grabassing around” 

(38). This aleatory scene segues into the third of Cuddon’s examples, “parody and 

pastiche.” The novel contains multiple examples of parody, such as the “Adeste 

Fideles” example given above as well as pastiche in terms of the mise en abyme, play-

within-a-play, “The Courier’s Tragedy” (43). These examples show why Lot 49 can be 

deemed to be a prominent example of postmodern fiction. 

As a postmodern novel, Lot 49 has hyperreality at its core. One of the foremost 

examples is the philosophical question that Oedipa Maas, the novel’s protagonist, writes 

in her memo book, “[s]hall I project a world?” (Pynchon 56). This rhetorical question is 

Oedipa’s gateway into the hyperreal. By answering in the affirmative, she allows herself 

to enter into the realm of speculation, assumption and the imaginary. This becomes the 

new reality, similar to Baudrillard’s example of Borges’ fable of the map that through 

its level of detail “ends up covering the territory exactly” (1). In projecting a world, 

Oedipa is stepping into the map. A further example of hyperreality is Baudrillard’s 

related concept of “imaginary stations” (13). They are described as places that are 

presented as “deterrence machine[s]” (13) that appear as imaginary in order to make the 

world outside appear real. California, the setting for Lot 49, is cited as the home of 

numerous imaginary stations (13) by both Baudrillard and Umberto Eco in his text 

Travels from Hyperreality (1986). Imaginary stations appear throughout Lot 49, from 

the San Narciso College campus (Pynchon 71) to the electronic music bar The Scope 

(31), cementing the concept of hyperreality in the novel.  
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The new residential development Fangoso Lagoons is a prime candidate for 

classification as an imaginary station in Lot 49 and will therefore be the focus of this 

essay. Described in fantastical terms, it seems too bizarre to be true. The aim of this 

essay is to examine Fangoso Lagoons in relation to hyperreality and the imaginary-

station concept to discern if it can be classified as an imaginary station according to 

Baudrillard’s definition. Close analysis will be required as Fangoso Lagoons cannot be 

examined in isolation; it must also be examined in relation to its surroundings. For 

Baudrillard, the purpose of the imaginary station is to appear as imaginary in order to 

make the world outside appear as real. The hypothesis for this essay is that Fangoso 

Lagoons is presented as hyperreal but that it is in fact an imaginary station in a 

hyperreal world. Questions asked by this essay are: How is Fangoso Lagoons presented 

in terms of simulation, the imaginary and hyperreality? How is the surrounding world 

described in contrast to Fangoso Lagoons? Can Fangoso Lagoons be defined as an 

imaginary station according to Baudrillard’s definition? This essay comprises four 

sections. This introduction is followed by a historical and theoretical background 

section, divided into three subsections: the author and the novel, postmodernism, 

hyperreality and imaginary stations. The analysis section analyses in depth the two main 

requirements for classifying Fangoso Lagoons as an imaginary station, its descriptions 

in terms of hyperreality followed by the description of the world outside. The final 

section is the conclusion that summarises the findings and answers the questions posed 

by this essay. 
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2. Background 

2.1. Thomas Pynchon and The Crying of Lot 49 

 

It is difficult to say much about the author Thomas Pynchon as he has abstained from 

public life during his entire career. Described as “private” but not a “recluse” (Kachka), 

it is believed that he was born in 1937 in Long Island, New York, that he served in the 

U.S. Navy for two years and that he graduated from Cornell University in 1958 with a 

degree in English. At the beginning of his authorial career he worked as a technical 

writer for Boeing before focusing fully on his writing. Pynchon’s texts are known for 

their complexity as exemplified in Gravity’s Rainbow (1973), considered to be a “tour 

de force in 20th-century literature” (“Thomas Pynchon”) while a contemporary review in 

The New York Times described it as, among other things, “bonecrushingly dense, 

compulsively elaborate, silly, obscene” (Kihss). Common themes in Pynchon’s texts are 

the detective mystery, paranoia, imperialism and humour. For a “postmodern master” 

(Kachka), mixing high and low artforms and utilising themes such as pop culture are 

also important. In true postmodern fashion, one of Pynchon’s most prominent public 

appearances occurred in animated form on the American TV show “The Simpsons”. In 

two separate brief cameos, Pynchon appeared firstly with a paper bag over his head, 

joking about his alleged reclusiveness while offering passers-by the opportunity to take 

a picture with him (“Book Endorsement”) and secondly promoting a Gravity’s Rainbow 

cookbook (“Gravity’s Rainbow Cookbook”). Pynchon’s absence from public life and 

lack of commentary leaves his work to speak for itself.  

Lot 49 was Pynchon’s second novel and was published in 1966. Set in a 

contemporary US West Coast, the novel follows protagonist Oedipa Maas on a 

detective journey that leads her from suburban normality to the brink of possibly 

discovering vital information about a clandestine postal organisation. Through the 

novel, Oedipa moves from her role as a homemaker attending Tupperware parties and 
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making her husband dinner (Pynchon 5) to a detective investigating a potential 800-

year-old mystery regarding the secretive Tristero organisation (126). Oedipa moves 

from a quiet non-eventful suburbia to scouring the dregs of society in order to find the 

“truth” (86). Her adventures offer a glimpse into the mid 1960s West Coast world, 

taking in children “dreaming the gathering” (81) in Golden Gate Park, her psychiatrist 

Dr. Hilarius’ office (91), modern residential areas for the rich (36) and a shelter for the 

homeless (86). As Oedipa’s agency increases and she mantles the role of pilot on her 

voyage of discovery, she sees the world change around her as people in her life drift off, 

run off or die. The novel ends with Oedipa possibly on the verge of discovering the 

identity of a member of the Tristero but there is no denouement. 

Although Oedipa’s detective journey moves between fantastical locations and 

idiosyncratic characters, there is no sense in the novel that she is getting closer to 

finding an answer. The reason for this is that a sense of questioning pervades the novel, 

and the questions increase as the novel progresses. For each new piece of information 

that Oedipa discovers, she is forced to reassess what she knows and to ask herself if the 

information is relevant and if it can be trusted. The sense of questioning can be found 

repeatedly throughout the novel, where Oedipa reflects over multiple “either/or” 

moments; for instance: “[e]ither Trystero did exist, in its own right, or it was being 

presumed, perhaps fantasised by Oedipa” (75). There are few moments of clarity and as 

Oedipa continues her looping adventures she is overloaded with information, resulting 

paradoxically in less meaning. As the novel ends without denouement, no pertinent or 

explanatory information is revealed. Borrowing from the text, this novel could be 

considered to be for those “[i]nterested in sophisticated fun” (34) where the journey, or 

questions, are more important than the destination, or answers.  

As Oedipa rarely gets clear answers to her questions, a sense of paranoia 

emerges and remains beyond the end of the novel. There is little that can be known for 
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sure. This “not knowing” or “being unsure” can be seen at the start of the third chapter 

when the narrator states that the sensitising got under way “either with the letter from 

Mucho or the evening she and Metzger drifted into a strange bar known as The Scope” 

(29). This feeling continues to follow Oedipa and it grows. In terms of language, Oedipa 

questions whether Metzger’s plans for seduction are “all part of a plot” (19) and “how 

accidental it had been” (54) in relation to trivial events such as Metzger meeting her 

after the play at the Tank Theatre. By the end of the novel, Oedipa questions herself as 

she cannot be sure whether the Tristero exists, if her whole adventure is just an 

“expensive and elaborate” (118) plot against her or if she is “hallucinating” (118). As 

she reflects to herself, “[e]ither way they’ll call it paranoia” (117). 

2.2. Postmodernism 

  
Although postmodernism is an accepted and legitimate movement within a broad range 

of areas, it has proved notoriously difficult to define. Despite postmodern stances 

existing within art, literature, architecture, psychology and philosophy, one of the 

forefathers of postmodern theory, Ihab Hassan, has written that “the question of 

postmodernism remains complex and moot” (qtd. in Bertens and Fokkema 9). In 

Approaching Postmodernism, a collection of papers from a 1984 workshop on 

postmodernism, Theo D’haen defines postmodernism in relation to literature as “a 

particular direction in postwar fiction” (211). D’haen also notes the varying definitions 

from within the movement, quoting Ihab Hassan in terms of “silence . . . immanence 

and indeterminacy” (212) and Alan Wilde in relation to “suspensive irony” and 

“instill[ing] a kind of ‘uncertainty’ in the reader” (212). D’haen proposes that 

postmodernism is more a “coherent movement or tendency in the arts, rather than as a 

period indication” (216), though he also suggests that it was the dominant movement of 

the period “1955–198?” (216). It is perhaps Cuddon’s aforementioned definition that is 
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most succinct: “an eclectic approach, [by a liking for] aleatory writing, [and for] parody 

and pastiche” (qtd. in Barry 85). These descriptions are far from all-encompassing 

because postmodernism is not a “monolithic phenomenon” (Bertens and Fokkema 10), 

but these attempts at definition cover many of the central aspects of postmodern literary 

theory.  

One aspect of postmodernism that most critics agree on is the relevance of and 

its relation to the modernist movement. It is therefore vital to understand modernism in 

order to understand postmodernism. Modernism was seen as the end of the 

enlightenment era as it broke from the traditional forms of the 19th century. The high 

period of modernism was from the late 19th century and into the first half of the 20th 

century. Brooker proposed that the first quarter of the 20th century was the period for 

the “most intense modernist activity” (Brooker 4). From abstract art to cubism, dadaism 

to stream of consciousness, modernism invented new forms of expression in response to 

the rigidity of that which had preceded. These new forms were more suitable for the 

modern world, where industrialisation and technological advancements had changed life 

for many people. In art for instance, naturalism made way for new perspectives, such as 

the emotional landscapes of Edvard Munch where the landscape “embodies human 

moods and anxieties” (“Yonder - Edvard Munch and Nature”). In literature, James 

Joyce utilised stream of consciousness in Ulysses (1920) and T. S. Eliot mixed styles 

and voices in The Waste Land (1922). These works broke from traditional 

“chronological plots, continuous narratives . . . closed endings” (Barry 84). In a 

summary of Ihab Hassan’s features of modernism, Brooker lists, among others: 

“Romanticism/Symbolism . . . Purpose . . . Distance . . . Depth . . . Signified . . . 

Transcendence” (Brooker 12). These features are all central to modernism but what is 

important in relation to postmodernism is that Hassan suggests that many of its key 

features are opposites: “Pataphysics/Dadaism . . . Play . . . Participation . . . Surface . . . 
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Signifier . . . Immanence” (12). Postmodernism’s relation to modernism is not 

surprising considering that its relationship is clearly stated in its very name. 

A key area in which postmodernism differs from modernism is in relation to 

meta-narratives. D’haen suggests that “[m]odernism became a cry for a lost wholeness, 

a lost unity” (Bertens and Fokkema 213), using T.S. Eliot’s The Waste Land as an 

example of a “yearning plea for an alternative to this chaos” (213). His argument is that 

in modernism there is a desire for art and literature to “provide wholeness and unity” 

(213). This is not the case in postmodernism where meta-narratives such as Christianity 

and Marxism were deemed as “no longer tenable” (Barry 88). D’haen states that 

“postmodernism came to distrust all metanarratives” (215), partly because many of the 

metanarratives had been shown to be flawed by the events of the Second World War 

(215). For the postmodernist, fragments are important, because without metanarratives, 

all that is left are “mini-narratives” (Barry 88), which in part explains the inherent 

eclecticism previously mentioned. Using Barthelme’s See the Moon as an example, 

D’haen references Barthelme’s quote “[f]ragments are the only forms I trust” (220) to 

show the postmodernist perspective, because the unity they purport to offer is “artificial 

. . . lies” (220). 

The question of surface and depth is also key in understanding postmodernism. 

Bertens proposes that in postmodernism, “performance and form” are emphasised over 

“meaning and content” (Bertens and Fokkema 18). Modernism attempts to answer 

questions by offering “meaning hidden behind its surface” and “must be understood” 

(15). Postmodernism rejects this view, as Bertens explains, “[p]ostmodern art simply is 

and must be experienced . . . [it] presents itself as a surface” (15), though Bertens’ quote 

from artist Frank Stella is more succinct: “[w]hat you see is what you see” (228). 

Examples of this focus on surface and rejection of depth can be found throughout 

postmodernism, from art such as “I Shop Therefore I Am” by Barbara Kruger 
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(“Postmodern Art”) to fiction such as Title by John Barth (Bertens and Fokkema 218). 

One reason for this focus on surface is the aforementioned rejection of metanarratives, 

but the inherent scepticism and the role of the signified are also important. Following 

the “erosion of traditional centres of authority” (13) a sense of mistrust grew; in a 

sceptical world the only truth is what can be seen at surface level. Paralleling surface 

and depth with signifier and signified shows from a linguistic and symbolic perspective 

that focus is on the surface. For postmodernists, this acceptance of scepticism, mistrust 

and focus on surface allows for what Bertens calls an attempt to restore the world 

outside the subject to its “object-ness” (19). This is not a problem in postmodernism as 

it is liberating and enjoyable, “a celebration of immediate, not intellectualized 

experience” (15).  

2.3. Baudrillard and Eco: Hyperreality and Imaginary Stations 

 

The philosopher Jean Baudrillard (1927–2007) was one of the central intellectuals in 

postmodern philosophy. From the early 1960s to the early 2000s Baudrillard wrote 

many seminal works whose proposals and ideas have attempted to explain the 

postmodern world. War, religion, entertainment and technology are some of the core 

topics that Baudrillard discussed in his texts. Brooker describes Baudrillard in terms of 

“provocative . . . sensational . . . shock” (151) and Steve Redhead describes him as 

having “a wicked prankster-like sense of humour” (Baudrillard and Redhead 99), which 

can be seen in the titles of two of his most well-known works, Forget Foucault (1977) 

and The Gulf War Did Not Take Place (1995). In the latter text, a collection of three 

essays published in 1991 at the time of the Gulf War, Baudrillard refers to the war as 

“virtual” (105), as a TV spectacle (113), a media promotion (102) and “speculative” 

(100). This logic and questioning of definitions, discrepancies between surface and 

depth, signifier and signified can also be found in Baudrillard’s seminal work Simulacra 
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and Simulation (1981) in relation to the Vietnam war (36). It is in this work that 

hyperreality comes to prominence, a concept that summarised and explained many of 

the conflicts at the heart of postmodernism. 

According to Baudrillard, hyperreality is the “generation by models of a real 

without origin or reality” (Baudrillard 1). Rather than living in the “real” world, 

Baudrillard suggests that humankind lives in hyperreality; a bold proposal that questions 

the entire world as it is known. In order to comprehend this all-encompassing 

hyperreality it is important to understand the concepts of simulation and simulacra. In 

the hyperreal world, objects do not have an underlying meaning; there is only substance 

and no depth. A simple definition of the word simulation as a transitive verb is “to give 

or assume the appearance or effect of, often with the intent to deceive” (“Simulating”), 

in relation to which simulacra can be defined in terms of “image, representation” 

(“Simulacrum”). The act of simulating and the object that is simulated are at the core of 

the idea of representation. However, in hyperreality nothing is concealed or determined, 

the hyperreal object is just itself; there is no underlying reality. Baudrillard summarises 

this in the simulated quote from Ecclesiastes, “[t]he simulacrum is never what hides the 

truth—it is truth that hides the fact that there is none. The simulacrum is true” 

(Baudrillard 1). 

Baudrillard uses Borges’ fable of the map to explain the logic of hyperreality. 

According to Baudrillard, the fable tells of a map that is so accurate in scale and detail 

that it “ends up covering the territory exactly” (1). In a simulated world populated by 

simulacra, the “map . . . precedes the territory” (1). This is not like the blueprint 

preceding the building but rather the map replacing the underlying reality to the extent 

that the underlying reality becomes lost and the map becomes the reference point. 

Baudrillard explains this hyperreal logic as the “precession of simulacra” (1) where all 

that is left is “the discrete charm of second-order simulacra” (1). In the hyperreal world, 
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the real is produced from “memory banks, models of control” and can be “reproduced 

an indefinite number of times” (2). All referentials have been liquidated (2) because the 

real has been substituted for signs of the real and “[n]ever again will the real have the 

chance to produce itself” (2). In fact, according to Baudrillard, the hyperreal is more 

real than the real (3). It is through this deception that the real world has been replaced 

by hyperreality. 

The path to hyperreality can be seen in Baudrillard’s four phases of the image 

(6). The first two phases are connected to what Baudrillard calls “a theology of truth and 

secrecy” (6). In the first phase the image is a “reflection of a profound reality” and a 

“good appearance”, in the second, it “masks and denatures a profound reality” as an 

“evil appearance” (6). These first two phases belong to the real as they are still linked to 

realness. The last two phases are connected to “the era of simulation and simulacra” (6), 

where in the third phase the image “masks the absence of a profound reality” before 

finally, in the fourth phase, bearing “no relation to any reality whatsoever” (6). It is here 

that the image becomes its “own pure simulacrum” (6), entering the world of the 

hyperreal, completely independent from any shred of reality. Baudrillard does not pass 

judgement on this predicament, he merely explains the path to hyperreality, offering a 

model for understanding the world. 

Baudrillard’s most famous example of hyperreality is Disneyland. The 

fantastical world of Disney comes to life in Disneyland where visitors can meet their 

favourite Disney characters and see their “favorite stories come to life” (“Disneyland”). 

Disneyland is of course far from the natural world and can be seen as the pinnacle of 

fantasy where nothing is real and nothing claims to be real. According to the official 

website for Disneyland, it is a “land of magic” so there are no claims to being real. 

However, Baudrillard argues that Disneyland is not hyperreal, but it is the world outside 

of the theme park that is hyperreal. The purpose of Disneyland is to “hide the fact that it 
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is the ‘real’ country, all of ‘real’ America that is Disneyland” (Baudrillard 12) and it is 

built and staged as make-believe so that people will “believe that the rest is real” (12). 

The reason for this, Baudrillard suggests, is that Disneyland is a “deterrence machine” 

constructed to save the “reality principle” (13). 

Disneyland is not the only example of this form of deception that Baudrillard 

refers to as “imaginary stations” (13). There are multiple examples of theme parks 

located in California alone, including Enchanted Village, Magic Mountain and Marine 

World, the purpose of which is to feed “reality-energy” (13) to make Los Angeles seem 

real. The reason for this, according to Baudrillard, is that Los Angeles is nothing more 

than a “network of incessant, unreal circulation: a city of incredible proportions but 

without space, without dimension” (13). This is a concept that Umberto Eco (1932–

2016) developed in his work Travels in Hyperreality, where further examples from 

California are discussed, such as wax museums, replicas of artwork and nature. In the 

hyperreal world, “falsehood is enjoyed in a situation of ‘fullness’” (8) because in 

demanding the real thing it is necessary to “fabricate the absolute fake” (8). Real 

documents and artefacts are placed next to replicas and the imaginary in a “fusion of 

copy and original” (8). The imaginary stations and reality-energy lead to a hyperreal 

world where “boundaries between game and illusion are blurred” (8) and nothing can be 

known for sure. 

3. Analysis 

 

The analysis section of this essay will include a close reading of Lot 49 in relation to 

sections where Fangoso Lagoons are detailed or referred to, primarily pages 16-22 and 

36-43 in the Vintage edition from 2000. Fangoso Lagoons will be analysed in relation to 

Jean Baudrillard and Umberto Eco’s concept of hyperreality and imaginary stations 

from Simulacra and Simulation and Travels in Hyperreality respectively. The analysis 

will be divided into two subsections that will answer the central questions of this essay: 
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How is Fangoso Lagoons presented in terms of simulation, the imaginary and 

hyperreality? How is the surrounding world described in contrast to Fangoso Lagoons? 

Can Fangoso Lagoons be defined as an imaginary station according to Baudrillard’s 

definition? 

In Lot 49, Fangoso Lagoons is the newly developed residential area owned by 

Pierce Inverarity (Pynchon 19). As such, it constitutes part of the estate that Oedipa has 

been tasked with resolving as part of Pierce’s will and it has a significant role in the 

narrative. The word “fangoso” comes from Italian, meaning “muddy” or “slimy” (Kerry 

Grant 43), which summarises the ambiguous and diffuse ways in which it is portrayed 

in the novel. There are many settings in Lot 49 that exemplify hyperreality or imaginary 

stations but Fangoso Lagoons was selected because of its descriptions from different 

perspectives and through different mediums, how it is introduced into the novel and its 

relation to its surroundings.  

3.1. Hyperreality and Fangoso Lagoons 

 

The first introduction to Fangoso Lagoons in the novel occurs in the form of a television 

commercial. The contents of the advertisement are summarised by the narrator as 

eclectic and fantastic, with no expenses spared: 

 

It was to be laced by canals with private landings for power boats, a floating 

social hall in the middle of an artificial lake, at the bottom of which lay restored 

galleons, imported from the Bahamas; Atlantean fragments of columns and 

friezes from the Canaries; real human skeletons from Italy; giant clamshell from 

Indonesia - all for the entertainment of Scuba enthusiasts. (Pynchon 19-20) 
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    This summary is based on biased information as it is the sales pitch version of 

the project that is being described. Regardless of the purpose of the commercial, it is 

clear that Fangoso Lagoons is not an ordinary residential area. The landings are not just 

for regular boats but for “power boats,” which are necessary in order to reach the 

“floating social hall” at the centre of the lake. Each component exudes luxury and 

exclusivity; for instance, the lake does not just contain regular clamshells but “giant 

clamshells” from the other side of the world. In his essay “The Death of the Real in The 

Crying of Lot 49”, Couturier describes this as “exoticism” with the intention of making 

Fangoso Lagoons “look different” (15) because it “must not be an ordinary place in 

California” (15). In relation to hyperreality, Umberto Eco discusses this concept in his 

text Travels in Hyperreality, where “falsehood is enjoyed in a situation of ‘fullness’” 

(8). This fullness is described by Eco in terms of using “more” rather than “extra” (7), 

where there is “more to come” or “more coffee”, which leads to a sense of prosperity 

(8). Fangoso Lagoons is “more” in every way imaginable, a clear embodiment of 

prosperity and “fullness”. This description demonstrates that Fangoso Lagoons is 

described in terms of prosperity and hyperreality from the beginning. 

In hyperreality, more is good, but “more” does not just refer to volume, it can 

also be applied to scope. Fangoso Lagoons may be a “housing development” (Pynchon 

19) in California but it seems that nothing is locally sourced. All the features that are 

promoted have been gathered from across the world: Italy, Indonesia, the Canary 

Islands and the Bahamas. Eclecticism is important in postmodernism, as explained 

previously in relation to J. A. Cuddon’s definition, where high and low artforms can 

exist side-by-side even though they are fragments (qtd. in Barry 85). In relation to Lot 

49, Couturier refers to this global scope as an example of intertextuality, “pointing 

towards an idealized representation of another country” (15-16). Fangoso Lagoons 

could be dismissed as “the bad taste of the nouveau riche” (Eco 22) but Eco offers a 
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more plausible explanation. In discussing William Randolph Hearst’s amazing Hearst 

Castle (21), Eco describes a world similar to Fangoso Lagoons where the most fantastic 

antiques and replicas that have been “plundered from half of Europe” (23) are 

“seamlessly connect[ed]” to create a “masterpiece of bricolage” (23). In hyperreality, 

this results in “the most stirring spiritual emotion of your life” (17) which is followed by 

an anti-climax upon leaving because what you have experienced inside is “more real, 

and there is more of it” (18). The downside of this “horror vacui” (23), as Eco describes 

it, is that Hearst Castle became unlivable through abundance and excess splendour (23). 

This ambitious scope matches the Fangoso Lagoons concept where the best parts from 

all over the globe are brought together with the aim of creating a “masterpiece of 

bricolage”. The ambitious scope is used to elicit feelings that are beyond any normal 

residential area, aiming for Eco’s hyperreal level of “stirring spiritual emotion.” 

Authenticity is clearly valued in the description of Fangoso Lagoons. The TV 

commercial proclaims that there are “restored galleons” that have been “imported” (20); 

not replicas but actual artefacts with historical value. Most disturbingly, this demand for 

authenticity is taken to the extreme with “real human skeletons from Italy” (20), which 

can be seen as the ultimate strive for authenticity. These are not just models created by 

humans but the remains of humans. The skeletons are vital for the plot in Lot 49, 

appearing later in the novel in connection with Beaconsfield’s cigarette filters, the mise 

en abyme “The Courier’s Tragedy” and ultimately the Tristero legacy and mystery. 

Their introduction to the plot occurs in Fangoso Lagoons as part of an advertisement, as 

an attractive feature for the new development. Eco discusses the role of authenticity in 

relation to hyperreality, writing that “[w]hat counts . . . is not the authenticity of a piece, 

but the amazing information it conveys” (Eco 15). In the hyperreal it is irrelevant if the 

skeletons are real or not, what is pertinent is that they are presented as real because they 

convey different ideas, such as adding legitimacy to the development as a whole or as 
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giving credence to the concept. For the plot of Lot 49 it is important that the skeletons 

are real but for Fangoso Lagoons in relation to hyperreality it is irrelevant; all that 

matters is that they are portrayed as such. 

There are limitations in scope when working within the realm of reality, but the 

benefit of hyperreality is that there are no such restrictions. Baudrillard describes the 

fourth phase of the image as “pure simulacrum” where “the real is no longer what it 

was” (6). Fangoso Lagoons takes full advantage of this freedom. A housing 

development is by its nature fabricated, built on models and plans, creating abodes 

where only forest or fields previously existed. An artificial lake is therefore completely 

normal in this context. That which brings Fangoso Lagoons into Baudrillard’s fourth 

phase of the image and hyperreality is the “Atlantean fragments of columns and friezes 

from the Canaries” (Pynchon 20). Replicas or “real” items are no longer sufficient; pure 

simulacra are required, which can only be offered by the imaginary world, in this case 

mythical Atlantis. In the TV commercial, artefacts are sold in terms of their authenticity, 

side by side with open fabrications. Atlantis may have not even existed and any alleged 

architecture is clearly of the fourth phase of the image, the order of simulation. Eco 

explains this phenomenon, writing that “to speak of things that one wants to connote as 

real, these things must seem real. The ‘completely real’ becomes identified with the 

‘completely fake’. Absolute unreality is offered as real presence” (7). The purpose 

therefore is to make Fangoso Lagoons seem more real by lifting it completely into 

hyperreality, aided by simulacra. 

Fangoso Lagoons is not just referred to in the novel; it is also visited by an 

ensemble of characters which offers a different perspective. It is here that the Oedipa, 

along with Metzger, the “actor turned lawyer” (Pynchon 19), and the band the Paranoids 

climb into the televised hyperreality of the commercial for the first time. The location of 

Fangoso Lagoons is important as it is placed near the Pacific Ocean and nature also has 
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a role in hyperreality. Water, and the sea in general, is a common literary motif that can 

symbolise a plethora of concepts, such as cleansing, freedom or passage. The Pacific is 

the most extreme example of this. It is the largest of all bodies of water, connecting the 

continents of North and South America, Asia, Australia and Antarctica. Despite its vast 

size and proximity, the Pacific is described as being hidden, “you could not hear or even 

smell this but it was there” (37). The reason that it is kept separate is to maintain the 

sense of hyperreality. Rather than a Pacific view, in Fangoso Lagoons it is the 

“sculptured body of waters named Lake Inverarity” (37) that serves this purpose. The 

connection is made clear when seagulls mistake the lake for the Pacific (43). According 

to Eco this is important in hyperreality because nature must be “re-experienced” as a 

“reconstruction” (53); nature cannot represent itself to the same effect. Eco states that 

“to understand the past, even locally, we must have before our eyes something that 

resembles as closely as possible the original” (52), which is not possible in Fangoso 

Lagoons. Oedipa’s thoughts on the Pacific are described as “redemption . . . inviolate” 

(Pynchon 37) but no redemption is possible, only a sense that the Pacific exists in the 

form of representation in an inferior synthetic simulacrum. 

It is at Fangoso Lagoons that Metzger’s double role as “actor turned lawyer” 

(19) collapses. As the Paranoids begin to steal a boat to take all present to the island at 

the centre of Lake Inverarity, Metzger recognises the voice of his “actor/lawyer friend” 

(38) Manny Di Presso. This is a convoluted situation where different versions of reality 

meet: Metzger the child actor who became a lawyer and represents the Inverarity estate 

together with Manny Di Presso, the lawyer who became an actor, who played Metzger 

in a TV pilot and is now bringing litigation against the Inverarity estate (39). In the 

middle of the artificial Fangoso Lagoons, in the realm of hyperreality, the images and 

representations implode. Simulation, to which acting can be considered a form, 

“threatens the difference between the ‘true’ and the ‘false’, the ‘real’ and the 
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‘imaginary’” according to Baudrillard (3). In their intertwined roles it becomes difficult 

to ascertain what is acting and what is real, who is the actor and who is the lawyer. The 

allusions to film are complemented when Metzger, in slight disbelief at the unfolding 

events, asks Manny if they are “on camera” to which Manny replies, “this is real” (38). 

The question of being recorded remains unanswered. The situation is simpler for Oedipa 

as she sees both Metzger and Di Presso at the same time, coming to the conclusion that 

“they didn’t look or act a bit alike” (39). This is plausible in the hyperreal world of 

Fangoso Lagoons, because for Baudrillard the final phase of the image “has no relation 

to any reality whatsoever” (6). 

Despite the presence of two lawyers, the Paranoids commit at least two criminal 

acts during their time at Fangoso Lagoons. Firstly, they steal a boat, which Metzger 

deems “[l]arceny” (37) and secondly, they smoke marijuana, which he deems to be 

“[p]osession” (42). Metzger has a unique way of dealing with this conflict of interests; 

he closes his eyes during these moments. He explains the reason for this to Oedipa in 

business terms: “maybe they’ll need a lawyer” (37). Metzger’s actions and explanation 

bring into focus the question of what is real and what has occurred, depending on if it is 

seen or not. Regardless of whether Metzger saw the events unfold, he is able to 

categorise the misdemeanours meaning that he understands what crime is taking place 

and he could also be considered an accessory by his presence. These issues may be 

relevant in the real world but in hyperreality they are irrelevant because what “actually” 

occurred becomes secondary, as neither illusion nor real are possible (Baudrillard 20). 

Baudrillard discusses hyperreality in relation to crime, specifically the differences 

between a fake hold-up and a real one, stating that there “is no ‘objective’ difference” 

(20) between them. His hypothesis is that it does not matter whether the crime is real or 

simulated because it can never be punished as simulation, only as a real crime with 

potentially less severe recriminations (20). This logic is applied in this situation where 
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Baudrillard’s command to “[t]ake your desires for reality” (22) become the guiding light 

for the Paranoids, meaning that they are in no danger of legal repercussions. 

The skeletons at the bottom of Lake Inverarity also add an ethnological aspect to 

this hyperreality. As the ensemble enjoy their picnic at Lake Inverarity, the bones lie at 

the bottom of the lake, almost within touching distance. Promoted as “real,” it is 

revealed that the bones may belong to American GIs that perished in Italy during the 

Second World War, recovered from the bottom of Lago di Pieta (Pynchon 41). This 

ironic final resting place for soldiers that served and died in service for their country is 

not the only travesty that these remains endure, as they have been bought and sold, 

analysed and tested on by a “fertilizer enterprise” (42) as well as being potentially used 

as cigarette filters (21). Baudrillard discusses this idea in relation to Ramses II and 

“antiethnology” (7). Using the historical example of the mummy of Ramses II, he 

explains that society needs to “stockpile the past in plain view” (10). Rather than resting 

in peace, Ramses II and the American GIs, along with other ethnological artefacts, must 

be “exhumed” in order to become prey for “both science and worms” (10). This leads to 

an antiethnology with “savage fiction everywhere” (9). The reason for this, Baudrillard 

suggests, is that society requires a “visible past, a visible continuum, a visible myth of 

origin, which reassures us about our end” (10). In Lot 49, the repatriated skeletons serve 

a similar purpose as they are permanently trapped for entertainment purposes. 

A second important ethnological aspect for Baudrillard is the issue of 

repatriation. The reason for this is that Baudrillard believes that repatriation is 

dishonest, making the accusation that reimporting artefacts is akin to “acting like 

nothing ever happened” (11). This final “move home” only serves to increase the 

artificiality, calling it a “total simulacrum that links up with ‘reality’ through a complete 

circumvolution” (11). The repatriated skeletons of the American GIs experience the 

same fate as Baudrillard’s example of the cloister of Saint-Michel de Cuxa because if 
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they had remained at the bottom of Lago di Pieta in Italy they would have “fooled no 

one” (11). Relocating the skeletons is not just an ironic travesty, it is an example of 

hyperreality in action because it serves only to allow society to “indulg[e] in 

retrospective hallucination” (11). 

In a hyperreal world, Eco suggests that it is important to connect objects to 

reality. Eco uses the example of an exhibit at the Museum of the City of New York to 

show this, where dioramas and exhibitions are completed with a document, such as a 

picture of parchment (8). The purpose, according to Eco, is to establish the exhibit as “a 

substitute for reality, as something even more real” (8). During a scene later in Lot 49, 

Oedipa recalls important information that she saw during her trip to Fangoso Lagoons, a 

“bronze historical marker” (61) commemorating a historic event at the location. The 

marker describes an incident that potentially relates to the Tristero organisation, the 

main storyline of the novel, where twelve men were attacked by “marauders in 

mysterious black uniforms” (62). Despite attempting to add historical value to the new 

housing development, the details described appear vague and spurious. This is typical of 

the novel, alluding to incidents that may or may not have occurred, but not what should 

be expected of a historical marker. According to the description, there were only two 

clues: a single witness who died not long after the attack and a cross written by a victim 

on the ground (62). The attempt to establish “something even more real” (Eco 8) is clear 

in this regard, as the scant details gain prestige through the medium of historical marker 

and the “truth” of what actually occurred is secondary, if relevant at all. 

The last moments spent in the novel at Fangoso Lagoons ensure that its position 

in hyperreality is confirmed. After travelling by boat to the island in the lake, Oedipa, 

Metzger and the Paranoids are left stranded when Manny Di Presso steals the boat (43), 

the second time it has been stolen. They are rescued by the Fangoso Lagoons Security 

Force that consist of “one-time cowboy actors and LA motorcycle cops” (43). This 
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absurd combination makes sense in Pynchon’s postmodern universe at large but also in 

Lot 49 specifically, as seen from the multiple references to actors and authority figures 

such as actors turned lawyers. In hyperreality, where simulation and simulacra have 

long since replaced any semblance of reality, it makes just as much sense that “cowboy 

actors” and police work together in the guise of a uniformed security force. Fangoso 

Lagoons exemplifies the imaginary and absurd from start to finish, from its first 

mention in a TV commercial to the setting in which it is introduced, from its description 

at various stages of the novel to that which it facilitates in regard to plot.     

3.2. Fangoso Lagoons as an Imaginary Station 

 

This section of the essay will outline how Fangoso Lagoons parallels Baudrillard’s 

definition of an imaginary station such as Disneyland, Enchanted Village, Magic 

Mountain or Marine World (13) and explains how it feeds reality energy to the 

surrounding areas. The introduction of Fangoso Lagoons to Lot 49 highlights how the 

world outside of the development attempts to present the development as imaginary. As 

mentioned previously, its first appearance occurs through a common postmodern 

medium, as an advertisement on TV (Pynchon 19). At this stage of the novel, Oedipa 

has begun her detective journey, she has arrived in San Narciso and has met the “actor 

turned lawyer” Metzger who is her co-executor of the Inverarity estate (18). Metzger 

and Oedipa are watching a film on TV together when Fangoso Lagoons appears as “a 

loud commercial” (19). By being introduced on television rather than being detailed in 

writing, Fangoso Lagoons is positioned as fantastic from the beginning, but also as a 

television production that is fictional and staged. Presumably, the purpose of the 

advertisement is to sell the Fangoso Lagoons concept to an external audience and to 

attract future residents to the development. This method of introduction means that 

Oedipa is not given the opportunity to see the development with her own eyes; instead 
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her first impression is based on a scripted version on a TV screen. TV plays a 

significant role in postmodernism and hyperreality, as Baudrillard explains, it is where 

“the real is confused with the model . . . or with the medium” (Baudrillard 29). He 

develops this idea by writing that “one sees what the real never was . . . without the 

distance that gives us perspectival space and depth vision,” which “allow[s] the real to 

pass into the hyperreal” (28). This follows Baudrillard’s argument that Disneyland is 

“presented as imaginary in order to make us believe that the rest is real” (12), as the 

methods, production and medium used for the Fangoso Lagoons advertisement are used 

to the same effect.  

The scene in which Fangoso Lagoons is introduced also bears the hallmarks of 

postmodernism and hyperreality in terms of absurdity. Upon arriving at the fictional city 

of San Narciso, Oedipa stops at the first motel she sees because she believes that no 

matter what it looks like, it will be “preferable to this illusion of speed, freedom, wind 

in your hair, unreeling landscape” (Pynchon 16). In this instance, Oedipa clearly desires 

authenticity over illusion. However, this is not to be found because the motel she selects 

is Echo Courts, a place that is more absurd than authentic. The physical entrance to the 

motel includes a thirty-foot-high metal nymph that the narrator notes resembles Oedipa, 

but also includes a concealed fan that “reveals enormous vermillion-tipped breasts and 

long pink thighs at each flap” (16). Echo Courts is managed by Miles, an adolescent of 

“maybe sixteen” (16), which places the motel in the custody of a minor. The setting for 

the novel is contemporary to its publication, as Miles is described as dressed and styled 

like a member of The Beatles circa 1963, singing in a band called The Paranoids in a 

fake English accent (16). It is as Oedipa and Metzger drink wine and watch TV in this 

absurd setting that Fangoso Lagoons makes its debut. The “real world” where Oedipa 

sees the advertisement for the first time is described in terms of a movie set where 

entertainment, stage props and illusion mix. As they watch TV in a state of inebriation, 
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Metzger, actor turned lawyer, appears next to Oedipa and on TV at the same time (19). 

Boundaries are blurred in this hyperreal setting and it is unclear where TV ends and 

reality begins. This is not a “reflection of a profound reality” as Baudrillard describes 

the first phase of the image, but a simulation in the third phase that “masks the absence 

of a profound reality” (Baudrillard 6). Neither Miles, the metal nymph or Metzger are 

what they appear to be; they merely constitute part of a hyperreal backdrop that make 

the TV commercial for Fangoso Lagoons seem more normal. 

The advertisement for Fangoso Lagoons is shown within the context of a bizarre 

film that increases the sense of hyperreality. Oedipa turns on the television after a brief 

conversation with Metzger where they discuss his background as a child actor named 

“Baby Igor” (18). The first image that Oedipa sees on the screen is revealed to be 

Metzger, described as a “child of indeterminate sex” (18) whose hair is mingled with a 

dog’s while being licked on its cheeks. A situation thus arises where there are two 

Metzgers present in the room with Oedipa. Metzger (in the room) informs Oedipa of 

this fact by saying “[t]hat’s me, that’s me” (18), echoing himself in time and space. The 

film, titled “Cashiered” (19), has a creative plot involving a father, a son and a dog who 

pilot a miniature submarine to attack the Turkish troops near the Dardanelles, where the 

dog “sits on periscope watch” (19). The film is also partly musical, as Baby Igor sings 

in front of “phoney-dodecanese process footage” (19), while at the same time Metzger 

(in the room) sings harmony (19). All of this elicits a “[y]ou’re kidding” (19) response 

from Oedipa which summarises the general sentiment of the scene: too bizarre to be 

true. Oedipa is not able to gain any distance for “perspectival space and depth vision” 

(Baudrillard 28) as the curious images that she sees on the screen are just as strange as 

the scene unfolding in the room: three-dimensions blur with two-dimensions, past blurs 

with present. Baudrillard explains that “one enters into simulation, and thus into 

absolute manipulation” (31) in any situation where poles such as cause and effect or 
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subject and object cannot be differentiated. The bizarre world outside of Fangoso 

Lagoons is in fact the true hyperreality. 

The most apparent manner in which Fangoso Lagoons can be seen as an 

imaginary station is in relation to what it resembles: a theme park. It is described in Lot 

49 in grandiose terms with “an artificial lake . . . galleons . . . skeletons” (20). It would 

be difficult to decipher what this description is referring to if it were not made clear in 

the text. A housing development might not be the first guess when taking into 

consideration the scale of ambition and wealth required to create this “potpourri” of a 

development, as well as the potential buying cost for residents. The features are more 

reminiscent of an attraction such as Disneyland, or one of the other imaginary stations 

that adorn California. Each attribute of the development is closer to what Baudrillard 

describes as “a play of illusions and phantasms” (13). The reason for this is clarified in 

the purpose of the Fangoso Lagoons lake: “all for the entertainment of scuba 

enthusiasts” (Pynchon 20). The unique experience is the focus; the illusion of diving 

into the Bahamas and immersing oneself into a tropical world. In fact, there are no 

descriptions or mentions of the houses at the housing development, only the 

amusements that the development has to offer. The only major difference between a 

theme park and Fangoso Lagoons is the price of admission. 

It is important for an imaginary station to offer contrast to the world outside. 

According to Baudrillard, there is an intentionally vast, distinct difference between the 

parking lot at Disneyland and the experience inside. In typically hyperbolic terms, 

Baudrillard refers to the parking lot as “a veritable concentration camp” (12) that creates 

a feeling of “absolute solitude” (12), whereas inside lies the “miniaturised pleasure of 

real America” (12) and “tenderness and warmth” (12). This design is created in order to 

accentuate the contrast and to enhance the experience found within Disneyland. 

Fangoso Lagoons also meets these criteria. Upon their arrival, Oedipa, Metzger and the 
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Paranoids meet “earth-moving machines, a total absence of trees, the usual hieratic 

geometry” (Pynchon 37) before arriving at the fantastic Lake Inverarity. The difference 

between the entrance and the world inside is sharp. The first object that attracts 

Oedipa’s attention upon entering Fangoso Lagoons is the social hall which she “fell in 

love with” (37), a sensation which only an imaginary station could awaken. The 

building is described as an “Art Nouveau reconstruction of some European pleasure-

casino” (37) which reconnects the hall to entertainment and prosperity. The description 

and feelings aroused seem almost enchanting and draw comparisons to Disneyland’s 

castle. Pleasure is once again cemented at the heart of the overall purpose, in this 

instance literally at the heart of the development. The contrast to the world outside 

increases gradually from the entrance until reaching the maximum level at the centre, 

meaning that Fangoso Lagoons can be classified as an imaginary station in this regard. 

The true purpose of imaginary stations is deceptive and sinister. Baudrillard 

explains explicitly that contrary to expectation, it is Disneyland that is real and the 

world outside is hyperreal (12). This logic can also be applied to Fangoso Lagoons. 

According to Baudrillard, Disneyland poses as a dreamworld “in order to hide that it is 

the ‘real’ country, all of ‘real’ America that is Disneyland” (12). As argued previously, 

Fangoso Lagoons consists of multiple examples of hyperreality. In every conceivable 

way, it is more, it is grandiose and it is marvellous. Yet it is in its relation to the non-

fictional world outside that it attains the role of imaginary station. The usage of the 

Pacific Ocean in relation to Fangoso Lagoons is a good example of this. Previously in 

this essay, the Pacific was discussed in relation to being replaced by Lake Inverarity, 

but it is also described in more sinister terms. The ocean, non-fictional, familiar to most 

people, is described in relation to “sewage disposal schemes” (Pynchon 36), as the 

literal toilet for California, at the same time as the Californian myth of “surfers” (36) is 

invoked. It is also described as “lurking” (36) and predatory: “something tidal began to 
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reach feelers in past eyes and eardrums, perhaps to arouse fractions of brain current” 

(37). The ocean is almost personified and given agency, with maleficent purpose and 

intention. Oedipa’s previous thoughts on this issue are contrasted with this, as she 

believed that “the true Pacific stayed inviolate and integrated or assumed the ugliness at 

any edge into some more general truth” (37). Though not stated directly in the text, this 

quote suggests that Oedipa no longer believes this to be the case; it is the “lurking” 

sinister entity with “feelers” that is the truth. It is the non-fictional Pacific Ocean that is 

portrayed as hyperreal. 

Imaginary stations do not exist in isolation because their relation to the world 

outside is necessary and vital for their existence. Fangoso Lagoons are placed in San 

Narciso, a fictional city in a semi-fictional California that is a mix of real and imaginary 

locations. Real cities such as Los Angeles (16) are mentioned in the novel, but it is San 

Francisco (75) that best exemplifies the contrast to the “real” world. Upon arriving in 

San Francisco, Oedipa places all her energy into her detective work and to uncovering 

the truth of the Tristero mystery. This is when San Francisco is exposed as the true 

hyperreality. An example of this can be seen during an unplanned visit by Oedipa to a 

gay bar called “The Greek Way” (76) where she finds out about an undercover network 

of people who are addicted to love, the Inamorati Anonymous (77). Her conversation 

partner remains unnamed but reveals the wild story of how the Inamorati organisation 

came to be. In the “real” world, a man who was “automated out of a job” (78) and 

abandoned by his wife, attempted self-immolation only to be laughed at by the man who 

is now together with his ex-wife, mockingly saying “[n]o wonder you were replaced” 

(79). This cruelty also has a comic and ironic undertone, as not only is it the man who 

fired him that mocks him, but he views his failure as confirmation of his uselessness in 

comparison to the IBM 7094 that could have made a decision in “[t]welve 

microseconds” (79). In this example, real technology and the “real” world are shown to 
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be just as bizarre and cruel as Fangoso Lagoons where skeletons are kept at the bottom 

of the lake for entertainment purposes. 

Hallucinations and secrets appear throughout San Francisco in Lot 49, placing it 

in the “order of sorcery” (Baudrillard 6). Fangoso Lagoons is fantastical but it does not 

profess to be otherwise; it clearly states its purpose as for entertainment. In San 

Francisco, nothing is quite as it seems. Firstly, Oedipa’s ears deceive her, when as she 

walks through the city, she hears children singing as they play a skipping game. Oedipa 

misinterprets the words of the song, believing that the children are singing about 

Tristero when they are actually saying “Tristoe” and “Turning Taxi” (Pynchon 82). 

Secondly, when she looks closer, she sees allusions to secrets. In a laundromat she sees 

the Tristero symbol with the text “if you know what this means . . . you know where to 

find out more” (84). Thirdly, she either misinterprets that which she sees or she 

discovers a disturbing relationship, when at the airport she sees a son “kissing his 

mother passionately goodbye, using his tongue” (85). These examples show how the 

“real” world of San Francisco is of the aforementioned “order of sorcery”. Fangoso 

Lagoons is the imaginary station but the world outside is also fantastical and full of 

mystery. San Francisco is referred to in Lot 49 as “the infected city” (80). The reason 

for this is that the secret underground that Oedipa sees has always been there, awaiting 

discovery. Imaginary stations such as Fangoso Lagoons act as a “deterrence machine” 

(Baudrillard 13) in order to make the world outside seem real. 

For Baudrillard, the purpose of the imaginary station is to “feed reality, the 

energy of the real” (13) to the surrounding areas. This is its raison d’être. In classifying 

a theme park such as Disneyland or a housing development such as Fangoso Lagoons as 

an imaginary station, their mission is made clear: to nourish the world outside with 

realness. Couturier interprets Baudrillard’s concept as “a power which generates ‘de 

l’imaginaire’ and whose chief function is to bolster the shaky reality of the world 
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outside” (16). In this regard Fangoso Lagoons achieves its goals by giving life support 

in terms of reality energy to the “infected city” (80) of San Francisco, the Pacific Ocean 

as well as the rest of the novel’s semi-fictional California. Fangoso Lagoons is artificial 

but it does not claim to be real; it goes out of its way to appear as beyond real. 

Therefore, it is honest about what it is, whereas the world outside is not. As Baudrillard 

writes: “It is no longer a question of a false representation of reality (ideology) but of 

concealing the fact that the real is no longer real, and thus of saving the reality 

principle” (12 - 13). 

4. Conclusion 

 

It is clear that Lot 49 is a postmodern novel and that the concepts of hyperreality and 

imaginary stations are well represented. However, the aim of this essay reached beyond 

this simple argument as its purpose was to examine a specific setting in the novel, 

Fangoso Lagoons, in relation to hyperreality and imaginary stations according to 

Baudrillard’s definition. The hypothesis was that Fangoso Lagoons is presented as 

hyperreal but that it is in fact an imaginary station in a hyperreal world. The questions 

asked were: How is Fangoso Lagoons presented in terms of simulation, the imagination 

and hyperreality? How is the surrounding world described in contrast to Fangoso 

Lagoons? Can Fangoso Lagoons be defined as an imaginary station according to 

Baudrillard’s definition? The conclusion of this essay is that the aim has been achieved, 

the hypothesis has been proved and the questions asked were answered. Fangoso 

Lagoons can be defined as an imaginary station in a hyperreal world. 

In relation to the first question, regarding how Fangoso Lagoons is presented in 

terms of simulation, the imagination and hyperreality, there are numerous clear 

examples of this. It is important to note that in order for Fangoso Lagoons to be 

described in these terms according to Baudrillard’s definition, the examples must show 

that it is the third and fourth phases of the image that is exemplified: the “era of 
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simulacra and simulation” (Baudrillard 7). The general sentiment regarding Fangoso 

Lagoons is best summarised by Oedipa herself in the novel, through her “[y]ou’re 

kidding” (Pynchon 19) comment. The reason for this is that it is presented as absurd. In 

terms of simulation, the “Atlantean fragments” (20) are a complete fabrication with “no 

relation to any reality whatsoever” (Baudrillard 6). Metzger and Di Presso’s convoluted 

relationship as actors and lawyers playing each other’s roles shows that in hyperreality 

it is irrelevant whether a person looks or acts in any way similar. Creativity is also at the 

heart of Fangoso Lagoons, as seen in its ambitious and eclectic approach that offers a 

unique experience with the ultimate goal of entertainment. In Eco’s words, the feeling 

elicited by Fangoso Lagoons is “the most stirring spiritual emotion of your life” (17), as 

seen when Oedipa sees a map of the development during the commercial, as she “drew 

a sharp breath”, her instincts making her believe that there was “some promise of 

hierophany” (Pynchon 20). Baudrillard summarises this condition in his description of 

the final phase of the image where there “is no longer a God to recognise his own, no 

longer a Last Judgment to separate the false from the true, the real from its artificial 

resurrection, as everything is already dead and resurrected in advance” (6). Considering 

how Fangoso Lagoons is described, its effect and the feelings it elicits in the characters, 

it is evident that it is presented in terms of simulation, the imagination and hyperreality. 

The second question posed by this essay is related to how Fangoso Lagoons is 

described in contrast to its surroundings. In order for it to be classified as an imaginary 

station, it must exist within a frame, a world that it can feed reality energy to and 

nourish in terms of imagination. The world outside must be shown to be similar to 

Fangoso and as hyperreal. Its introduction to the novel, a commercial on a TV screen 

during a bizarre film, places Fangoso Lagoons in the context of being strange but also 

existing within the frame of a stranger world. Contrast is found at the grim entrance, as 

the levels of hyperreality increase the closer to the core of the development the 
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characters journey, to the wondrous “Art Nouveau reconstruction of some European 

pleasure-casino” (Pynchon 37). The real world of San Francisco and the Pacific Ocean 

are shown to be just as bizarre and confusing as Fangoso Lagoons, if not more so. The 

world outside is important for Baudrillard’s definition because Disneyland is the 

“objective profile of America” (Baudrillard 12), meaning that Fangoso Lagoons cannot 

be an absurd exception in a normal world. The goal of the imaginary station is to mask 

its true purpose in order to “hide that it is the “real” country” (12). This is why Fangoso 

Lagoons is presented the way it is in the novel. 

The final question of this essay was if Fangoso Lagoons can be defined as an 

imaginary station according to Baudrillard’s definition. For this to be the case, a non-

symbiotic relationship between Fangoso Lagoons and the outside world is necessary. It 

must be a “one-way street” where reality energy is fed to the outside world from 

Fangoso Lagoons (Baudrillard 13). The novel’s San Francisco is described as “infected” 

(Pynchon 80) in which Oedipa circulates between absurdities, searching for meaning. It 

needs the support of an imaginary station. The absurd San Francisco resembles 

Baudrillard’s example of Los Angeles, described as a “network of incessant, unreal 

circulation—a city of incredible proportions but without space, without dimensions” 

(13). This essay has also shown how Fangoso Lagoons most of all resembles a theme 

park with its attractions, all with the explicit purpose of entertainment. In combination 

with the answers to the previous questions, where it has been proven that its 

surroundings “belong to the hyperreal order and the order of simulation” (12), it is clear 

that the answer to the final question is yes. Fangoso Lagoons is an imaginary station. 

This avenue of investigation opens possibilities for further analysis of similar, 

related areas. There are many examples of potential imaginary stations in Lot 49, such 

as San Narciso College campus (Pynchon 71), The Scope (31), Yoyodyne Inc. (56) and 

Vesperhaven House (63). The most prominent example is the city of San Narciso itself 
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as it is the hub for much of the plot. An investigation into a reverse relationship is also 

feasible, analysing the non-fictional locations in terms of imaginary stations, feeding 

reality energy to the fictional settings. This option is viable because the novel leaves 

questions unanswered; there is no denouement and Oedipa is left only with her 

“either/or” questions. This proposal also links back to the novel’s status as a 

postmodern literary work. If, as Hassan suggests, postmodernism concerns “surface” 

over “depth” (qtd. in Brooker 12), if, as Bertens states, postmodernism is “a 

celebration” (Bertens and Fokkema 15) and if as Frank Stella claimed, “[w]hat you see 

is what you see” (qtd. in Bertens and Fokkema 228), then this openness and subjectivity 

allows room for interpretation. In the words of the anonymous person who wrote on the 

cubicle wall in lipstick, postmodernism is for those “[i]nterested in sophisticated fun” 

(Pynchon 34).  
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